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PROCEEDINGS OF THE SAVE CONFERENCE - 1978 

cost is Value. I suggest you call it 1,'alue Analysis". So it 
became. 

.Urn .  Leggett. chief of the Savy Bureau of Ships found 
its use would save millions of dollars. He sent men to our 
seminars to learn it. \Ye rhen helped them start training sem- 
inars in the Buships. He wanted to use it, but he had no jobs 
named "analysts" in his job brackets. He could however add 
any kind of an "engineer" needed. Someone in the Buships 
suggested that they call it Value "Engineering" instead of 
".Analysis", then it could at once be put t o  work. He bought 
it. So, in the Savy, it became Value Engineering. The society 
was organized in Xashinpon in this enviornment. Hence the 
name of  Society of Engineers instead of Society of Analysts. 

l lore  recently, some very competent and dedicated men 
in Kashington DC have been working to  bring these function- 
cost techniques into the management and operation system of 
government groups spending billions and billions of dollars. 
They have found benefits in the hundreds of millions. Thou- 
sands of decision making people manage the billions of ex- 
penditure. They must learn and use the value systems and 
techniques and have them taught to  the "do-it" people by the 
tens of thousands. To  do  :his. the thousands of decision 
makers must learn value management. Hence, the value 
analysis approach being promoted and presented In \Yashing- 
ton right now goes under rhe name Value llanagement. 

The Sliracie of Life 

in the  early days grear: opposition grew - some still esists. 
The approach was different and strange to  people in the 
established system based upon material specification and 
pricing. They didn't undersand t h ~ s .  It was a threat to them. 
They were occasionally embarrassed in the eyes of their peers 
o r  superiors by the simple. better solutions which qu~ck ly  
came when the function-cox system was used. 

.A most fortuitous.event happened a t  this time of our 
great need. Wm. (Biil) Sredmschek. a top-grade manager of 
marketing was brought in to succeed Alr . Erlicher at  his re- 
tirement. Bill Sredenschek was brilliant and energetic and 
perceptive. He was courageous m d ,  when necessary, a 
fighter. He never side-stepped criticism at any level of man- 
agement. We then always met it with facts. Great and sound 
achievement grew. 

Todav's Status 

!\'hat Sow? 

It's our  move. 
To qualify people. 
T o  constantly improve the technique. 
To communicate. 

\\'hat Future? 

We are still in the era of materials thinking and pricing. 
We have usable listings of materials and their meaningful 
descriptions and prices. \Se will gradually, during the next 25 
years. move into an era of function listing and pricing. and 
develop listings of functions and their meaningful descriptions 
and prices. 

Every step along this road will bring meaningful benefits 
to the achiever. 

The Society has an asvard waiting for you - an award 
for a major advance in our technology. It has been given only 
once. It was to Chas. Bytheway for the powerful Function 
Analysis Systems Technique called FAST. \Ye ould !ike to 
award it to  you for some significant progress along the 
FUSCTION road. 

M'orldwide use of the function-cost based techniques to 
get high quaiity without unnecessary costs is progressing. 
Nost effective use is by Japanese industry, with Germany, 
Sweden and Gnited States about tied for second. 

In USA now a few 10.000s of people know its effective- 
ness and know at  least how :0 use some of it. .-\ few dozen 
managers, perhaps 50, know its effectiveness and are starting 
to  sapport it .  Possibly 5% ot' American companies are bene- 
fitting between 10 and 307 as 3 u c h  as they could be, by it. 
It's an open opportunity area. 


